IN THE SUMMER of 2010, the first bilateral military exercise with the US Air Force took place in the North of Sweden. Norrbotten, with its mountains and vast open spaces, was similar to Afghanistan, one Senior Officer in charge of the operation remarked. Many Afghan refugees struggle hard to get permission to stay in Sweden. Some went on hunger strike in the middle of Stockholm some years ago.

When I was invited to speak at the demonstration in Luleå against this joint war exercise with the US, the connection was obvious to me. Having read the novel and seen the movie Kite Runner, I brought an “Afghan” kite with me for the occasion.

While taking some short video clips for an upcoming video, with the kite against the background of the public entrance to the Air Force base, we were arrested and charged for trespassing. The video disc which was confiscated, was anyhow returned later on. Some seconds of a flying kite became the seed to numerous of short videos.

These videos connected me even deeper in friendship to the videos and dedicated network of the Afghan Youth Peace Volunteers and the monthly Global Days of Listening.

Mountains can not reach Mountains. Only People can reach People, an old Afghan proverb says.

It is my Wish that these videos will bring an Understanding and Awareness between People, by an Appeal to the Heart.

Sincerely,
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